MMA WEEKLY GOLD AND SILVER REPORT
FOR WEEK OF JUNE 8, 2020
Comments: Please take a moment to view my free weekly geocosmic column on financial markets.
Alternatively, you can go to www.mmacycles.com, and then choose Weekly Preview. We are also
pleased to announce that this free weekly column is also available in German – Dutch - French. Several
sites post the weekly column in English too, including https://www.neptunecafe.com/ray-merriman
GEOCOSMIC CRITICAL REVERSAL DATES (CRDs)
These dates affect all markets. They are the midpoints of geocosmic clusters and have a normal orb
of three days either side. Sometimes they expand to as much as five days. The idea is to see a new twoweek or greater high or low, and then a reversal. It is especially effective when major, half-primary, or
primary cycle troughs are due. These are more important than the solar-lunar reversal dates. The more
stars, the greater the historical correlation with a cycle culmination. For more information, please read
Volume 3 of the Stock Market Timing series. Below is the date of the midpoint and in parentheses the
length of time containing the geocosmic signatures (known as a “cluster”). If the cluster is long (more
than 15 days), there may be other possible reversals, based on tighter geocosmic clusters, within the
greater cluster.
June 19-22*** (this can stretch to June 11-30 for primary cycles in different markets, and includes
Mercury retrograde, June 18-July 12, suggesting great confusion and uncertainty still). Watch
Crude Oil for a major reversal or tow, June 11-30
These periods are usually more important than the solar/lunar reversal zones, and usually more
accurate because they have a wider orb of time (+/- 3 trading days vs +/- 1 trading day for
solar/lunars). It is just that when they do hit, they usually correspond with major, half-primary, or full
primary cycles, whereas lunar reversals need only correspond to 2.5% reversals.
GCQ (Aug Gold): Last week’s close was bearish. And the close was below the TIP after being above it the
prior week, which means it remains neutral.
This week’s trend indicator point is 1732.70. It will remain neutral unless it closes sharply up or
down this week.
Weekly support is 1643.60-1652.90.. A weekly close below this range will be bearish. A trade below
followed by a close back above is a bullish trigger.
Weekly resistance is 1733.60-1743. A weekly close above this range is bullish. A trade above
followed by a close back below is a bearish trigger.
Bullish crossover zones remain in effect at 1487.30-1496.30, 1363-1364, 1316.40-1324, 1296.301301, 1236.20-1239, 1132.20-1144.30, 1070.50-1078.10 and 1014.80-1018.10.
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There are no bearish crossover zones in effect. It closed above others previously at 1489.90-1498.30,
1404.70-1418.20. 1316.30-1319.60, 1117.40-1126.80, so these are support zones.
Trend Studies
The trend remains bullish as long as prices remain above 1446.20 on the nearby front month (now
August).
The weekly moving average trend indicator remains “bullish” as August Gold closed at 1688.60,
down 54.40 from the prior week. The close was above both the 25-week moving average at 1627.20 and
the 37-week MA at 1581.40, and the 25-week remains above the 37-week, which is “bullish.” A close
below each would turn this indicator to neutral, and if the 25-week falls below the 37-week with prices
still below each, it will be downgraded to bearish.
The daily moving average study is downgraded from “bullish” to “neutral,” as August Gold closed
below both the 15-day moving average at 1737.50 and the 45-day MA at 1724.10, and the faster MA
remains above the slower MA. A close back above each would turn this indicator back to bullish. If the
15-day MA turns below the 45-day MA with prices below each, it will be downgraded to bearish.
Leading Indicators (cycles, primary cycles, and geocosmics)
This starts the 12th week of a newer primary cycle of the low of 1453 on March 16 and its double
bottom at 1460.90 on March 20. This is a critical juncture for Gold.
The bullish outlook is that Friday’s low (lunar eclipse, one day after the midpoint of Venus Rx), was
an 8-11-week half primary cycle trough. It was on the very last day when this cycle would be due, but it
fits the criterion for it. That is, the price was below the 45-day moving average, and it was a steep 3-13
day decline from the double top high of 1787.50 on May 18, which was within orb of Venus turning
retrograde (May 13). As stated last week, “Any break below last week’s low of 1701.60 in August would
mean the major and/or half-primary cycle lows are still unfolding. Also, with the Venus retrograde
midpoint due this week, June 3-4, and a lunar eclipse due on Friday, June 5, it would also be a better fit if
the low were to happen this week rather than last week.” Thus, it is a fit for a ½-PB (primary bottom) as
long as 1671.70 holds. If so, then we are about to rally to a new high, or a test of 1780-1790.
A break below last week’s low of 1671.70, on the other hand, would give a more bearish labeling
for this primary cycle. It would mean that the 1701.60 low (in August contract, 1684.20 in June) on May
27 was a 5-7 week major cycle, and the start of the third and final 5-7 week major cycle. The crest of
that cycle would have been 1761.80 last Monday, June 1, which would be a typical 3-8 corrective rally in
a bearish phase. The fact that prices have taken out the low of May 27 now means the major and
primary cycle will continue lower until both bottom in about 2-6 weeks (ideally 3-5 weeks). In this
labeling, June 8 begins the 2nd week of the third and final major cycle phase
The key is thus to hold, or break below, 1671.40.
Geocosmics could support either outlook. It could be that a half-primary cycle low bottomed
Friday’s lunar eclipse, June 5, at 1671.70, and this begins the 1st week of the second 8-11 week halfprimary cycle, which is bullish. The June 19-22 three-star CRD seems too early to be a primary cycle crest
if Friday was a half-primary bottom and the market is bullish, but it could be.
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But June 19-22 +/- 1 week could be a rather short primary cycle low too, since Venus retrograde
correlated with a high, and therefor Venus direct (June 25 +/- 1 week) could be a low. Three-stars means
it has more correspondences to primary cycle types, but neither a primary cycle low nor high are due in
a normal primary cycle pattern then. It’s a bit early for either, unless… this is to be a contracted 12-14
week primary cycle (June 19-22 is in weeks 13-14). As long-time subscribers know, we love to see 12-14
week contract primary cycles in Gold, because they are usually the start of very bullish moves. So, as
much as I prefer Friday being a half-primary cycle trough, we need to keep open to the idea that a
contracted primary cycle June 19-22 +/- 1 week could instead be unfolding.
But there is another geocosmic factor to add to the mix that complicates the outlook, and it is one
more reason supporting the bullish outlook. Heliocentric Mercury enters Sagittarius June 16-27. 75% of
the time, this is bullish, but 20% of the time it can correlate with a sharp decline instead. When bullish,
we usually see an isolated low 0-5 trading days before (June 9-16), followed by a sharp rally to a crest 412 calendars after (June 20-28). So, this supports the idea that Friday was a half-primary cycle low, but
there will be another day of an isolated low this week or early the next, followed by a sharp rally into
June 20-28. It’s possible that could be a primary or the second half-primary cycle crest period, as it is
within one week of the June 19-22 three-star CRD.

Technicals and Chart Patterns
Last week’s low broke below the lower line of the triangle formation again, after having rallied back
into it early in the week. But it couldn’t close above the upper line, and turned back down, and it may be
morphing into a downward channel. This Venus retrograde is a lot like the coronavirus – it keeps
mutating and complicating the effort to clearly identify which chart pattern it is following. For sure, this
is not a “normal” primary cycle pattern working in harmony with the geocosmic and cycle time bands.
The stochastic oscillator is pointed down, which is bearish. But that is not terribly important given
that Friday was still in the time band for a half-primary cycle low. If it goes lower, it means this is the
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third major cycle phase within the primary cycle, and it will be bearish for 2-6 more weeks, perhaps into
June 19-22 for a contracted primary cycle. The downside price target in this pattern would be 1620 +/40, 1612.80 +/- 19.20. or 1577.50 +/- 25.
Supporting the bearish short-term outlook is that a case of intermarket bearish divergence is still in
force with Silver. Gold has not made a new cycle high – it didn’t even take out the lower double top that
occurred on May 18 – whereas Silver soared to a new multi-month high on Monday at 1895. Last week’s
report stated, “Until Gold can make a new cycle high – above 1789 in August – this bearish intermarket
divergence signal remains in effect and could still support a sharp decline to a half-primary cycle low this
week.” Now we will look for a case of intermarket bullish divergence as a buy signal to support rising
prices, especially if it happens within 3 trading days of June 19-22.
If Gold can hold Friday’s low of 1671.70 as a half-primary cycle low, then a healthy rally is now
underway that would likely continue into June 19-28, and maybe longer. An upside price target of 17451805 is suggested via heliocentric Mercury in Sagittarius, and possibly a re-test of the 1790 area for a
triple top then. If it can break above 1805, then we would look for 1880.50 +/- 50.70 or 2009.50 +/- 66.
The latter price target would not likely be seen by June 19-28, but the upside price targets are possible if
Friday was a half-primary cycle low.
Bottom line: we need to be prepared for heliocentric Mercury and the June 19-22 three-star CRD
+/- 1 week (and especially June 18-30) exhibiting either a sharp rally to a cycle crest (maybe major) or a
sharp decline to a contracted primary cycle low. If the latter, be ready to pounce on it. If the former, be
ready to take some profits if long.
The following solar/lunar days are from our studies published in The Gold Book: Solar-Lunar
Reversal Keys for Trading Gold. (These are the lunar cycles for the next two weeks, per these initial
studies). These numbers represent potential for reversal, where anything above 114 has a high
probability of an isolated top or bottom to trade opposite of, for a 3% reversal. * represents a strong
reversal possibility. The more * the stronger it is. # represents a low likelihood for a reversal. The more
#, the less likely a reversal or big range day.
The solar-lunar cycles for Gold for the next few days are as given below. If it states, “often a high”
or “often a low,” it means that a high or low has occurred about twice as often as a high or a low in the
past. However, it the value has an asterisk next to it, it should be looked upon more as reversal, whether
historically it has been more often a high or low.
Reversal 4% Reversal 3% Big Range Day
June 8
June 9-10
June 11-12
June 15
June 16-18
June 19

72.8#
72.8#
81.5
141.4**
115.5*
92.4

59.8##
94.3
85.6
104.5
141.0**
109.2

55.4## if anything, more often a high
109.2
82.6
if anything, more often a low
71.7#
100.4
more often a high
131.2*

Strategy: Position traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 1670 or 1570, depending on
your risk allowance, after having bought, sold, and bought back several times for excellent profits. Our
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plan is to take some profits at 1790 +/- 15 if it rallies. Or, if stopped out, we plan to rebuy June 18-30,
probably below 1670 and possibly close to 1600.
Aggressive traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 1670, after having bought, sold, and
bought back several times for excellent profits. Move the stop-loss down to a close below 1684 in Aug,
and cover 1/3 at 1790 +/- 15.
GLD (the SPDR ETF for Gold): Weekly support is 154.49-155.34. Resistance is 161.53-162.38. The weekly
TIP is 161.57.
Position traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 154.50 after covering 1/3 for profit
earlier and buying back
Aggressive traders are long with a stop-loss on a close below 157. Cover 1/3 at 165 +/- .50.
SIN (July Silver): Last week’s close was very bearish and ends the bullish sequence. And the close was
still above the weekly trend indicator point for the 9th time in 10 weeks, which means it remains in a
trend run up.
The weekly trend indicator point is now at 1790.50. It will be downgraded back to neutral if it closes
below there this week. That is due happen this week.
Weekly support is 1678.50-1698. A weekly close below this range is bearish. A trade below followed
by a close back above is a bullish trigger.
Weekly resistance is 1836-1855.50. A weekly close above this range is bullish. A trade above
followed by a close back below is a bearish trigger.
Bullish crossover zones remain in effect at 1625-1626, 1486-1505, 1096-1103.
Bearish crossover zones remain in effect at 1871-1887 (went above, closed below), 3072-3112,
3665-3974 and 4337-4533. These represent resistance zones. It closed above another recently at 16281678. This now a support zone.
This starts the 12th week of the 13-21 week primary cycle in Silver from that low of March 18 at
1168 in the July contract. It also starts the 7th week of the second 4-6 week major cycle of April 21, our
last 2-star CRD, when May Silver fell to 1456 (and July 1471), or the 3rd week of the third major cycle
phase off the low of 1719 on May 22. It is also possible the major cycle low just happened on the luanr
eclipse of Friday, June 5 at 1737.50. It is very complicated right now, typical of Venus retrograde. Last
week’s rpeort stated, “… a corrective decline is due, and even overdue now, which is one reason why we
think there could still be a sell off in Gold into this week’s one-star CRD.”
Last week, Silver soared to 1895, its highest prices since September. As stated before, “I think that
(March 18, low of 1164) is a long-term cycle trough now …. The new multi-month high is bullish. But this
is a still a case of intermarket bearish divergence because Gold has not made a new cycle high. And, we
are also now seenig signs of bearish oscillator divergence, for as Silver is making a new high in price, the
18-day CCI indicator is far below its high of +294 made on Monday, May 18. This suggests that Silver
could make a new high in this week’s one-star CRD zone and then sell off sharply (9% or more) to a low in
the June 19-22 three-star CRD, or it could sell off right now into a major or half-primary cycle low this
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week and then rally sharply into June 19-22 +/- 1 week. I would prefer to see the latter, but might have to
settle for the former. If so, the price target for a high this week would be 1929 +/- 54 or 1954 +/- 93.”

Last week’s high was in the price tagets for a high, and it happened close to the Venus Rx midpoint.
But so did the low on Friday, which was also a lunar eclipse. If the June 1 high at 1895 was a primary
cycle crest, then Silver could fall 9% or more over the next 2-5 weeks. A 9% decline would be back to
1725 or lower. Friday’s low was 1737, which is close, and therefore could be it.
Also, if June 1 was a primary cycle crest, then a 2-5 week normal correction of the whole move up
to the primary cycle low would be back to 1530 +/- 87. The 45-day moving avrage is now at 1620. A 2-5
week decline to a primary cycle low could test or fall below that. Note from the daily chart that there
was a high at 1630 on April 14. That would be a good price to shoot for if the market is declining now to
a primary cycle low, especially into the June 19-22 three-star CRD.
As with Gold, we need to also be aware that Silver could rally sharply into June 19-28 when
heliocentric Merucry is in Sagittarius. Thus, we have conflicting signals, which is par for the course with
Venus retrograde. We may not know which signal is operative until the June 19-22 CRD period. But if
Silver falls hard into then, with the CCI below -200, we will be a buyer.
One point to be aware of: the Moon will be in Aquarius, late June 8 through ealry June 11. Aquarius
is an air sign. The Sun is in Gemini, also an air sign. Silver exhibits very sharp sell offs about 1/3 of the
time when the Sun and Moon are both in air signs.
Solar/Lunar cycles for this week (from The Sun, Moon, and Silver Market: Secrets of a Silver Trader).
First numbers represent potential for reversal, where anything above 120 has a high probability of an
isolated top or bottom to trade opposite of, and the second column represents “Big Range Day”
potentials in which Silver could have a range of at least 2% (probably more these days) – good for day
trading. * represents a strong reversal or big range day. The more * the stronger it is. # represents a low
likelihood for a reversal or big range day. The more #, the less likely a reversal or big range day.
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The solar-lunar cycles for the next few days are as stated below. If it states, “often a high” or “often
a low,” it means that a high or low has occurred about twice as often as a high or a low in the past.
However, it the value has an asterisk next to it, it should be looked upon more as reversal, whether
historically it has been more often a high or low.

June 4-5
June 8
June 9-10
June 11-12

Reversal

Big Range

119.2*
48.6###
95.0
121.5*

127.6*
58.4#
81.6
146.1**

Strategy: Position traders are flat and may buy at 1620 +/- 25 with a stop-loss on a close below
1500.
Aggressive traders are flat and may buy at 1620 +/- 25 with a stop-loss on a close below 1500
SLV (I-Silver Trust): Weekly support is 15.67-15.79. Weekly resistance is 16.73-16.85. Weekly TIP is
16.29.
Position traders are flat and may buy at 15.00 +/- .20 with a stop-loss on a close below 12.00
Aggressive traders are flat and may buy at 15.00 +/- .20 with a stop-loss on a close below 13.00.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
NOTE 1: It’s a great way to learn the basics of MMA Market Timing Methods! Recently we conducted
three 2-hour webinars on how to use MMA market timing methods to improve your market timing and
trading skills. These were excellent classes and the feedback was very good! If you are interested in
these three classes, the MP4’s are now ready for purchase. It is a great way to learn how to use MMA
methods for trading, short-term or position trading. The classes focused mostly on the U.S. stock
market, but also addressed Gold, Silver, T-Notes, the Euro currency, and Crude oil, showing how cycles
and geocosmics relate to tradeable reversals (market timing edge). The individual classes available for
sale, at $125 each or $295 for the entire set, which includes the power point slides and access to the
MP4 recordings. If you wish to learn more about this course and what to expect, please read our
interview with Raymond Merriman where he discusses in great detail what he will teach and who this
class will benefit. If you are interested in either the full three-part course, or an individual class, please
visit our Education page to sign up.
NOTE ABOUT 3- STAR CRDS: I am often asked “How do you trade these 3-star CRD’s?” The goal is
simple: look for any market making a primary or half -primary cycle trough or crest, and trade as if it is
to be a reversal. The execution of that goal, and the choosing of a reasonable price to enter and the
placement an appropriate stop-loss with a favorable risk/reward ratio, is not so easy. It is an art that
requires intuition and the courage to act, along with knowledge and analysis. I can provide the latter.
But no one can provide the former. It’s an acquired or natural trait, often the product of learning from
one’s experience. – Ray Merriman
EVENTS:
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September 9-14, 2020: The ISAR 2020 Conference in Colorado on “Reimagining the Future.” The largest
and most exciting international astrological conference taking place in 2020. With a faculty of over 100
of the world’s top astrologers from 25 different countries, and very dynamic tracks on Financial
Astrology, Mundane and Political Astrology, and other topics, this is an event you will not want to
miss. On Wednesday, September 9, I (Ray Merriman) will be conducting a 4-hour workshop on
“Astrology and the Art of Financial Market Timing: How to Forecast Market Trends and Market
Reversals.” This course will provide research studies showing the correlation of astrological factors to
short- and longer-term financial market timing in stock markets, precious metals, and Bitcoin. It is the
only workshop I plan to conduct in 2020, and it is very affordable.
I will also be speaking on Saturday, September 12, presenting a lecture on “The Times, They Are a
Changin’ – The Political, Economic, and Monetary Revolution.” It’s not just the convergence of the 20-,
200-, and 800-year long-term Jupiter/Saturn cycles. It is also Saturn in Aquarius, squaring its ruler,
Uranus, in Taurus. The convergence of the Jupiter/Saturn cycle in air sign Aquarius symbolizes the dawn
of a new socio-economic-political era; the waning Saturn/Uranus square, the demise of an older order.
What does this bode for financial markets of the world, and what can you do?
To register or see more information on this spectacular event, go to go to https://isar2020.org and be
prepared to be amazed!
For any questions, please contact us at customerservice@mmacycles.com or call (248) 626-3034.
Disclaimer and using this information properly: MMA comments and trade recommendations are primarily for traders of
commodity and futures contracts. There is no guarantee as to future accuracy or profitability. Each trader and reader trades at
his or her own risk, and neither the author nor publisher assume any responsibility whatsoever for anyone’s financial or
commodity markets decisions. Futures or options trading are considered high risk.
These reports are provided mainly for “speculators.” By its very nature, “speculation” means “willing to take risk of loss.”
Speculators” must be willing to accept the fact that they are going to have losing trades, many more than say “investors.” That is
why they are “speculators.” The way “speculators” become profitable is not so much by high percentage of winning trades, but
by controlling amount of loss on any given trade, so the average trade on winners is considerably more than the average trade
on losing trades. MMA’s comments can be of value to both speculators and investors. MMA’s trade recommendations will be of
potential value only to speculators.
Support may represent favorable risk/reward places to buy if the trend is up. If prices trade below support, then have a close
back above, it is considered a bullish “trigger”, and oftentimes represents a good buy signal. Resistance may represent favorable
risk/reward places to go short if the trend is down. If prices trade above it, then have a weekly close back below, it is considered
a bearish “trigger, and oftentimes a good sell signal.
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